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Abstract

,4
A study employing a repeated measure crossover de $n found

that preschool handicapped subjects performed significantly beater
d

with faMiliar.thareunf iliar examiners on tasks requiring.a high

level otsymbolintmed tion. No
r
such differential performance wasIm

, .

obtained on items demlnding a tow level of symbolic mediation. Dif-
.

ferentialiperformance in familiar and unfamiliar conditions wEure-

dieted on the basis of the subjects' classroom behavior by entering

teachers' ratings into a step-wiseimultiple regression. Findings are i

.
)

related to current efforts and needed research to identify procedural

andsituational 'variables ip.assessment, uncontrolled by present standard

test administrations, that may preclude children's optimal performance:

! .
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On the Determinants and Prediction of

Handiapped Children's Dif*brential Test Performance

with Familiar and Unfamiliar Examiners

Test instru4nts are freguently presumed by researchers and clini-

cians tobe the single critical factor that determines test perfOrmance.

An exaggerated example of this view is implied by Jensen's (1969) ''input--.

outPut". analysis -p£ the test situation. Teets however are only ve ele-

, < .

ment in a procedure; and, as dronbach(1971) has pointed out, the validity

4

of data obtained in educational.and psychological assessment is dependent

upon the procedure,as a whole. 'Every aspect of the setting and each

Ndetail of the procedure may have an influence on performance and hence.

on what is measured.

Published tests,have an explicit format that controls the assess

4

ment procedure to a substantial degree. The wording of the items, th

rules for scoring,*the instructions given the person tested, th?,dmount

'of encouragement allowed and t e like are specified. Yet, evenlese

controls leave room for variation. Roth (1974) has supported this belief

by demonstrating how ex aminer-examinee pairs, adapt. idiosyncratically

to unanticipated events in assessment.
-

In addition to procedural factors, any situational variables,

such as the familiarity of the examiner, test-setting, and assessment

tasks are also uncontrolled during testing. Moreover, a limited
N4

'but growing body of eirical evidence indic tee that systematic va

Lion of typical situational variables predictably affects students'

111
perfoxmance (Sattler,\1974).

Among the situational characteristics investigated, effectsof
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examiner familiarity have been subjected to relatively frequent scrutiny.

Often, the decision to focus on this variable has been based upon the

developiintal notion.that children derive much of their comprehension

about and feelings toward a setting from the significant adult in that

situation. Hence, examiner familiarity 'has en regarded as a salient

situational factor.

'Rosenthal (1966) has suggested that thei.mportance of prior contact

is related to the task set for the child:

When the response is a simple one, easily av ilable to the

subject, an increase inanxiety, such as we e pect to occur

in .the presence of strangers, increases the p rformance level.

When 4the response is a difficult one, not eas ly available

to the subject, as in an intelligence test, at increase in

anxiety makes these lesi available responses still less

likely to occur. (p. 88)

That prior contact it negatively related to optimal erformance on
1

simp],e tasks appears to be supported by, empirical evidence., Rosenkrantz

.andlan de Reit (1972) and Stevenson, keen, and Knights (1463) epployed

taskdOpf marble dropping and underlining Ss in a text, respectively,

and both groups,found,that familiarity of the examiner Significantly

depressed subjects' performance.

The importance of examiner familiarity to performance on more

challenging tasks, however, is less clear than Rosenthal suggests.

For exaMpli, Marine (1929) and Tyson (1968) found familiarity of the

examiner did nOltignificantly increase pupils' performance on intelli-

gence tests, and Jacobsen,2Berger, Bergman, Millham, and Greeson (1971)

discOliered that,
while children. 141th scores in the middle, IQ range 'on

a first administration showed, important gains on retesting 'with familiar

examiners, subjects in the high and low ranges failed to demonstrate

5
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significant improvement. In contradistinction, prior contact with

examiners appeared caudally related to Children's significantly improved

functioning on'intelligence tests in investigations by Kinnie and Stern-

.1off (1 71), Stoneman and Gibson (1978), and OlswangTand Carpenter (1978).

These se ngly centradictory results beome comprehensible upon realiA-

tion that Marine, Tyson, and Jacob :et al. employed'a different defi-.

nition of familiarity than Kinnie an ernloff, Stoneman'and Gibson,

and Olswang and Carpenter.% In the first Troup f studies, familiarity

was experimentally induced; the second group of inestigatoi.s defined

prior contact as long-term acquaintanceship.

Thus, research provides support for the idea that familiarity de--

pre4sses Tformance omsimple; repetitive tasks: In a more tentative.

manner, it advances the proposition that prior contact increases perfor-

mance on comparatively complex tasks, providing that fami4arity-is de-

fined as long-term acquaintanceship. The uncertainty of this second

proposal is dictated in part by the fact that the aforementioned studies

employed diverse methodologies: Moreover, none of 'these studies em-

ployed boat simple and complex tasks within the same
experimental design.

Utilizing a long-term
acquaintanCeship'definition of familiarity,. the

first purpose of this study was to determine whether the test perfOrmanc

of young handicapped children was affected by examiner familiarity.
.

A.suppleientary objective was to explore the effects of three factors that

-0

may influence differential performance. Thus, this study also analyzed

differentipl performance by sex, explored whether a long or phori

miner-pupil acquaint;nceship was necessary to produCe.xhe anticipat d

outcome, and investigated. whe.ther
differentielperformance-was relat d

I.

<
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to different levels of task complexity. Another objective w toinves-
,

tigdte whether diff retitial test performance caylbe identifie and

..
.

predicted. Specifi ally, efforts were made to determine how accurately
/

k
.

.

educator; predict m ch.pupilsare likely to exhibit differential test
.

.

performance, to emplo ratings of subjects'
claasroom'behavior as a means

; ..

of attempting this prognostication, ondt9,ascertain whether examiners

can identify pupils who performed suboptimally.

-1

Given that the standard format, governing the mariner in which tests"

are administers fails to control for examiner
familiarity (as well as ..

other facets of the"typical test situation)., and that certain situlonal 7

licharacterietics
haVe been hown experimentallg, to influence test per-

,
t-formance, it seems reas a e and important to explore (a) whether un-

familiarity of the e'aminer may sysgt ticallybdilltourage the optimal

functioning of select such.as young handicapped children, and (b)
groups,

whether means may be developed 'to know prior to assessment which pupils

are likely to perform less strongly with the unfamiliar examiner.

4107Such an investiga. has critical and obvious implic tions for edu-

.

imational programming, as well as for research that inv Ives the

assessment of thiermup of children.

Method

Sample and Setting

,-

- a
. .

Subjects were 34 preschool children whose spedch.and/or language .

'-7-
. -.

functioning regf
<_:___

esented a moderate to 13bieund handicap., After being
,

assessed for
./two weeks by a multidisciplinary team, bey were enrolled

in die Special_ Education Preschool of the Minneapolid Public I
.4
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a city-wide program for handicapped 4 and 5 year old pupils. 'Amy par-

ticketted in the Pre-Kindergarten Language and Speech (PKLS) component of

the Breschool Program where classes were taught by,,teams of a teacher and

speech clinician. The apbjectsl mean CA was 4-9,20ith a range from A73

to 5 -10.. There were 21 boy and 13 girls, and theS!.came firom families

that were of diVerse levels of SES. American Indian and Blacks consti-

tuted 15% and 20% of the sample, respectively. With two exceptions',

subjects performed within the normal range on individually administered

Intelligence tests. n he study was conducted, the meisn.len h of

time that the'subjects ha een.in their p5esent classrooms was 7.

months.
I

Procedure . 1 ,

. .

Examiners. Subjects were assessed. twice within a period of two 1

week- -once by their teachers med once by a stranger-- employ-

.

four unfamiliar. examiners
1 i.

ing a crossover design. The two familiar and

/".
were all female, certified in early childhood ed4 tioh, and had at, least

several years'.experience working with preschool children in educational.

(settings. Familiaf and\rfamiliar examiners were, trained separately in

the administration.of:the experimental tasks by a certi d speech..

clinician who was unaware of the udy's purpose." rt

k erimental tas Three e perimental tasks, all,o which

assessed speech v guage functi ing, e employed. The first two
....." ,.

wer part of an admiai traticn of (she Sound4-in-Words subtest of the
.

st of Articulation (G ldn;71t Fristoe, 1972), antinstrument to which

one of the subjects was .°sad pre#ousl$1. This measure ,consists of

35 11ustrations depictin

I

and activities that familiar to
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young children. The child is required to name the pictures and to reply

to questions about some of them, giving a total of 44 responses. In

accordance with the test man al, and to facilitate a spontaneous re-

sponse, the examiner preltesied all of the pictures and for each one in-
)

q d, "What is this?" Thesecond task was a Modificationof the stan-

dard administration. Regardless of whether the subject responsed cor-

t

rectly, incorrectly; or failed to provide any answer on each spontaneous

item, the examiner then instructed the subject to "Say

ing the correct name for the depicted object. This second direction

yielded an imitat ve response in addition to the initial spontaneous

one. (See Appen x for the response sheet'used with imitative and

spontaneous tasks.)
4'

The third task required subjects to describe two pictures taken

from Tester's (1966),Teaching Pictures series. One showed 1?. boy of

preschool age being lxamined in a doctor's office vghile severth other

'children awaited their turn; the second illustration was of a small girl

looking as though she Irecrying and a young '4oman bending r the

girl in aCeolicitous fashion. The order in whigt these pictur s were

presented as counterbalanced so that one- lf of the sample responded

to Picture #1 before #2 and the remainingoubjects were presented with

Picture 12. before #1. As they presented.these action pictures, the exam-.."

iners said, "Tell me about this picture.," If the subject refused to

'respond, the examiner provided additional enCouragement by stating,
--

,

"fell me what's happening." If the child remained silent, the task was

disconaqued.! If, on.the'other hand, thilobjeot provided information

ut thd picture after the initial instruction, the examiner gave(ade-

9

4

404

%4;



illi In addition to its greater abstractnessl the action picture task was

`thought moStlaifficult be ause it seemed the least self - evident (i.e.,

4east 4rective). and

/
ap ePted to demand the highest level of examiner-

-\

subject

7

ik

quate time for the child to complete the reswee and then said, "Can

4-- Y
. you tell memox.e?": After the subject was'permAted an opportunity to

do so', the task was terminated. This task is similar both to test

items found on the Stanf td -Bin- Intelligence ,kale and the Prescikool

\Language
'

Scale. a

While examiners were required to administer the experimental tasks'

according tojelatIforementioned instructions, gyidelines were purpose-
. /

fully withheld concerning aspects of the assessment situftion infre-

quently controlled by the examiner manuals of published tests. Examiners

were #strydied to exercise theii own judgment concerning such factori

4 'as the frequency and qualitative nature of.feedback to be given and the

use of open-ended questions in the test setting prior to the test proper.

The experimental tasks were chosen in part on the presumption that

they var n the extentto which they challengef the subjects. Task

k.
difficulty was defined primatily in'termsNof the amount of symbolic

mediation, or'inner.thought," required (cf. Lindsay & Norman, 1972).

Using this criterion, the imitative task was considered the easiest:

the description of the action pictures was judged the most difficult.

40_

interaction.

Scoringlr Subjects'.

411

ycertil1
speech

.

..,

tape recorded performances were scored by a

clinician who neither knew the questions under Aires -

I

tigai .94 y of A bjects. s scorer was not the sameThit thme speech
.......

,

- -

clini an who fined the e era in the administration of the experi-
-) l..111

I
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mental tasks.) Only the subjects' productiOn Of initial, medial, and

final position phonemes was analyzed on the spontaneous and imitative

tasks. These were judged on the basis of being right orWrong; there

'"1

was no attempt tu determine the types of articulation rrors c tted.

In addition/to incorrect phoneme productions, aref sal to respond and

failure to label accurately depicted objects also constituted wiong.

answers. Attempts were made to systematize the rater's effort, such as

-----

requiring the speech clentcian to analyze, a response no more th n three
1

times before deciding on its correctness. The subjects'.scores o4/-the

spontaneous and imitative tasks were the total number of phonemes pro-

duced.gorrectly. The subjects' responses to the action pictures. were

rated in terms of the total number of intelligible words employed to

describe the illustratiyns.

on: -term and short-term ac tanceshi roues.

The a

range

eligib

shed been in their present classrooms

from 1 mouth to.l

ity for memb ip i

The criterion employed to decide on

long-term group was 4 months or 'ore

,in the teacher clSssroom. TW Went -seven subjects met this criterion.

Seven pupi s,were assigned to the sho -tetra acquaintanceship gro41.

Estimating the accuracy of educators' predictions o differeAtial

test irrforamnce. Two clinician' (occupational therapi;t serving

both of the classrooms in which the subjects were student were asked

to select independently pupils likely and pupils unlikely to exhibit"

differentia/ perfbrmance in favor of the familiar examiner. The clini-
.

0

i
clans were presented with a list of the subjects' niggles preceded by the

1 1

following informatln and directive :

a
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Some chijdren seem to function well in'a testing situation

,hen assessed by a strange or unfamiliar examiner. Other

children do less well ith an unfamiliar examiner than with

a familiar examiner. elow is a list of children currently

enrolled in PKLSclas ooms. Please try to determine (1)

which .cpildren will p obably do less well with an unfamiliar

examiner and (2) those children who will probably do as well

with the unfamiliar as with the familiar examiner. If you

feel you do not know a child well enough to make these

determinations,,d8 not respond for that child.

Examiners' ratings of subjects' test demeanor and validity of test

performance. Immediately following completion of every test session,

familiar and unfamiliar examiners evaluated subjects' test behavior by

responding to a four-item questionnaire. The questions were: (1) Was

tht child unlikeable or likeable in this(bituation?; *(2) Was the child

difficult or cooperative to test?;,(3) Was the child uncomfortabl

comfortable in this situation?; and (44-Was the child's test performance
\

t

valid? With the exception of the last question that required a yes or

1

,

no an a'four-point, Likert7type scaie was employed to rate the-

a 'site

Predicting differential performance frpm classroom behavior. Aly

expaclaed ve6ion of the. Schenectady Kindergten Rating Scale (Con'iad
1

.(See'ApPendix for.an example of this"ps%ifnnaire.)

& Tobiessen, 19677' -was completed by the classroom teachers on,each.jof

02.

the subjects following the conclusion 'of all testing. This instrument

P
examines classroom behavior;

that are rated along." throe

for scale and response sheet.)Appendix

its etcpanded form consists ofi17 items,

to seven point Likert-ty pe scale. cSee

I

Result

Task Complexity.. Sex, and Duration

Subjects' raw scores for eac

ix

.,0
.4

:

Acquaitstanceship

,
1

of the experimental. tasks, were sub-:
.

.
,'.

4
ro

4lb

4



fected to sexx familiar -unfamiliar trials.
.1
and to amount-of- time -in-

the ciassroom x familiar-unfamiliar trials, unweighied-means analysis

N -

of.variance: Sex and time-'in- the - classroom were treated as grouping

fadtors ancftes.ting in fatiliaranci unfamiliar conditionsleasregarded

!
.

as a rpeated measures factor (Winer, 1971) Applied.to subjedts'- per-

, - .
formince on the action picture, these.lyses yielded significant amain

effects for the trial factor, F(1,32) 7 5.21, p.< .029. There werloo

other significant main effects nor were there, any significant interaction

effects.

However, as clippie)* in Table 1, subjects who had spent
4 to 18

months with their classroom teachers used more Intelligible words to desL.

.

cribe the action pictures thanstudents who had been with their teachers

between 1 and. 3 months. For. heuristic purposes, this raw score differ-
,

ence approached significance, F(1;32) = 3.07, p < .089. Likewise, on

'the spontaneOus task boys appeared'to perform more strongly with unfa-.

miliar examiners while girls did somewhat betterwIthjamiliar examiners,

F(1,32) = 3.47, p!< .07.

Insert Table 1 about here

Importantly, the subjects' greater mean performance with the

familiar examineraon the action picture task was the result of.stronger

functioning with each,.rathlr than with only one, of the familiar

examiners, The subjects assessed by one familiar examiner manifested

aji average usage of 16.00 intelligible wordS. This differed from the

\

same subjects' mean employment of 10.35 W4ds with one or the other of

13



the two
unfsmiliiireicaMiner0,,paired with this familiar adult.

11

Subj ects..

tested by the second familiar examiLer exercised 12.71 intelligible

ijWords to describe the action picture in comparison to their averaga'of

7.29 -words spoken when assessed by the thirdor fourth unfamiliai:exami-

, ..

nere. While subjects assessed by the first familiar examiner< used more..

words than subjects tested-by the second' familiar txaminer; the discrep7'

'ancy bet-igen the! umber of words employed in-limiliar,and unfamiliar

conditions was essentially the same: irrespective.of the familiar examiner;

with 'the first familiar examiner, subjects spoke an average of 5.65 0

npre words thanlwith unfamiliar.examiners and they utilized a mean Of

5.41 more word0 with the second familiar examiner than with paired un-

familiar examiners.
I

.'i

While as a group pupils performed'signifigantlY 'better with familiar

, ,. .
.. ' - r

examiners on the action picture task, seven of the 34 subjects shoWed.
, r I

0
-* att°°

no such differential funcqpning, or did better Wh"*.n'tested by the un-

,

.

.

. .
.

.
.

familiar.exaMiner. Among those.who.did better, in the familiar.consdition,.

52% (14 of 27) employed between 10 and 41 more words to describe the

.

illustration than in the unfamiliar condition. And:while no subject ,.

failed to offer a de riptiOn (regardless of howmeage) in the familiar
..

situation; five pupils gave no response to the unfamiliar examiners.

Clinicians' Predictions of Differential Performance'

Of 34' subjects, 21 were identified by both clinicians as

unlikely to exhibit differential test performance. Judgments

ing the remaining l3 subjects were made by only one or-neither of The

clinicians. The missing ratings were due to the clinicians' profeaSed

lack of knowledge about the subjects; and these subjects were exclUded

c."

/

likely or

concern- %
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from further analyses. The clinicians were in accord initheir classi-

.

ficatiOs of 15/21"s4bjects,
repres4tting an interrataygreement of 71%.

-Amon, the 15 subjects whom the clinicians classified similarly, 12 sub-

were selected as unlikely to exhibit differential performance.

ree subjects were predicted

functioning. -'

The mean 'change score
(performance in the familiar condition minus

performance in the unfamiliardondilOon) on theaction picture task'

bOth clinicians to manifest differential

forhe-total sample (N = 34) was + 5.53 words. -Subjects exercising 13

.)

or more words in one condition th the other were .5 Standard deviation's

from this mean. Of the 12 subjects for whom it was predicted they valid e

function similarly with familiar-and unfamiliar examiners, 7 subjects

(58!) were at least .5
standard.deviations from the mean, employing 13

to 26 more words with the familiar,

,r`

or unfamiliar examiners. Five of thtse

-subjects used more words with the familiar examiner id two subjects

eMploired more wordslp the unfamiliar condition. Only one out oftkree

subjects predicted by the clinicians to be "differential performer64 ex-
.

hibited such differential functioning at or beyond the .5 standard .de-

vlaiion demarcation.

Thus,. the two, clinicians displayed a
percentage of interrater agree-

'ment that was greater than chance. However, descriptive analyses reveal

that their accuracy in predicting those subjects who were likely and

who were unlikely to manifest stronger
functioning-with the familiar

examiners was poor. ;They
dramaticalljtOverestimated the number of sub-

jects to perform in-a non-differential 'limner. Arvremong those subjects

chosen to perform differentially, only one-third performed accordingly.

6



Examiners' Posttest Ratings of Test Demeanor

To permit quantification deexaminerS' ratings of subjects' conduct

in the teil.Situation, least adaptable behaviors (Not Likeable, Very

Difficult, Very Uncomfortable) were assigned one point; most adaptable.

behaviors (Very Likeable,Very Cooperative, Very Comfdrtab14'were

allotted four-Paints, Additionally, subjects'. performances judged:as '`
- 6 N

invalid and valid were accorded one and .two points,,..respectively.

Table 2 displays mean ratings for three (overlapping)groupa

familiar and unf'.liar conditions. The first group is the total sample.

The secOnd.gioup comprises the subjects whose.'OUtput,of words on the

actiow'picture task was at least .5 standard deviations above the mean
t'

Change score. (Thede subjects. used more words ink the amillar conditiOn.)

1 0 .

'Thelastrgroup representd the subjects whorie number of words 'evIployed':

least ."5. standarddeviations below the mean change score on the/

action picture: (This group exercised more words with'an unfamiliar.

J

examiner.)

Insert Table 2 about here

T tests comparing the ratings assigned by familiar and unfamiliar

examiners to the first two gronps revealedno significant differences.

Moreover,.raw score differences betWeen familiar and unfamiliar examiners'

ratings of the third groups' test demeanor appear inconsequential. These

findings suggest that, given the'isting scale employed; both familiar

and unfamiliar examiners were incapable of identifying differential. per-
,

formances. Of 15 subjects displaying dramatically different performances



'across familiar and un liar con
6 46

one suhjeOt's.teet performance was jpdge to be invalid..
,

4 .
--....) ---

Predictin Differential Performance from lassroom Behaviors
..,

The 17 behavioral categories .co ituting the Schenectady .Kinder-

garten Raking Scale were entered Ana forwAd'step-wise multiple re:

. . .

0 :

gression to predict difterenceabet een performance-in'familiar and

one on the-action picture, not

--)

unfamiliar testing conditions. As displayed_in TaV;7?, each of th
.

,,,.i.l..---:'.'

first six variables:enterea,cOntiOuted
4gnifidatitiT2to the, exp in d

,,-

variation in,.the.deliendeht variable. Of this group, four vatiabfis

were rellited both, to subjects' capacity. td use language i the classroom

and,t0 aubjaigts' feelings about their speech andor limp handicap

These:variables are:) Clarixfof Speech, Reactions tolFroblems in Self

Expreasion,:AcknoWledging and.ExpressAnr Feeling , ARleponding to,

Teachers' Speech. tumulatively, these six varimbles.explainea 36% of

g

the variance; all 17 ,variables accoPpted for,An of the lariance. .

a Insert Table 3 about here .
.

Discussion
'*.0!

o

Before discussing implications-of this study, it is imPortant

nete"that' the validity of its findings was, .strengthehed by matching

_

familiar and unfamiliar 'examiners for seemingly important professional

and personal characteristics, thereby elibinating several. otential *
cbmpetitiye explanations for-the obtaineddifferentiai-perfort; If,

.
. , .

for example, unfamiliar examinerwwithOut prior experience with pies hoot'
,

f °.

children had.'been employed, it is reasonable to assume that perform nc
. .

.

.
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.

0
in the familiar andimpiamiliar conditions would'haVe been mote dis-

. '
. .

similar than vported above.' This presumed, more dramatic outcome
/

would'have been.offi ho4ever, by the failure.to.control for. examiners'

miessional experience and by the legitimacy of an ensuing, alternative

hypothesis that prior professional pcperience, rather than examiner

familiarity, was the salient situational variable contributing to

differential peiformagce.

In spite,of'controlling forimportant examiner. characteristics as

ptofessional experience, results indicated that'familiarity with

examiner significantly enhanced subjects'. performance on.tasks requiring

a high lever'of symbolic me diation, whereas subjects performed similarly

a'.

for familiar and unfamiliar adults on tasks devanding-a relatively low

) ,.

level of sym bolic manipulation: On.the basis of this finding,iOneyou14

expidt young, ..speeCh and/or language
impaired.pupila'to perform differ-

,

,etaTally on many intelligendltests (e.g.., the McCarthy IniiiIPPSI) and -

,

., '.

on several; frequently utilized petscrealitrmeasures(e.g., the,Chitdten's_. .

.;.
. .

=; ,. , rettperception Test) that
%.

require frequent exercise Of sophisticated,verbal
..

reasoning On the other:hand,Hdifferantial
petformance, would not be

4

predicted on formal assessment instruments depanding.relatively low

,

levels.ofaymbAic mediation, Such-Astests of articulation, visual

perception, immediate recall, and auditory 'discrimination.. Before such

may be made accurately, however, other test chalptetistics

also neecilto beidentified' stigated for their possible intei7

action with the familiarity liarity' of the examiner. One
-

such test characeeristic may '.e the mo `in whidh a child is 'required,

to respond (e.g.; verbally or-gesturally):

9
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The necessity for thit line of inquiry is signaled by the fact

that numerous preschool children are currently assessed for possible

- 4
handicapghg conditions within an assessment paradigm that precludes

examiner familiarity as a situational characteristic. Results from

this study suggest that such a-test procedure, employed when assessing

children's higher'cognitive functrning,.may identify a spuriously large
4

number of children for special education settings and/or overestimate

the.degree,of their handicapping conditions. Findings corroborate the

view that examiners be enco aged to establish familiarity with young, (A

.speech and langauge handl. pped pupils prior to testing. It remains

unclear, however, how much, time an examiner needs to spend with a Child'

to facilitate optimal performance. The presen Study discovered a non-

2- ).

non-

significant disparity in the Ifferential_functioning of subjects who

were in the claseroOms ot-familiar examiners for less.than'ind more than

nths prior to testing.

so discoyerediwas agetof children's classrooi behaviors that

to prediCt.which subjects performed differently with famildar
. - .

,
, ... ,..:0

and unfamiliar, examiners.. FoUr-ofthe six.behaViori cdulpti ng this .

. . V

A

set characterized the differential PetkorMers as'reti6nt'in the etaa8.:'

'room-and UncoMfOrtable'with their:speedfand/Or 1 guage handicap. =This

description is consonant with resdlts from an in tigatinA by-Sigel,

-Secrist, and Foreman (1913). Sigel et alkshowed that ruile*Aildrtn

. 7

:'

who were most-exptessive and o tward going, exhibited stronger

formal test performances than those stucjknts whb were quiet and reserved.

OinCe the former group of. .subjects was largely cdasiitu4d of-girls,
- .

Sigel'et al.. suggedteda test by sex intetactlp, an effect that was
.-,
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not coNroborated.by the present study.) While it remains necessary to

(

cross-validate this study's identification of a set of classroom behaviors

from which differential performance was predicted, the procedure'hever-

theless represents a possible means to predict which pupils require

d6ecial attention fraM,th7 examiner prior td assessment.to promote,

optimal test performance. The importance of such a

scored bOth when clinicians. who worked regularly

grossly underestimated'in their predictions the.

:entially and when familiar and unfamiliar examin
111000k.'

to differential performers as reVeal by thei
.

rocedure was wider-

the subjects`ubject§

umber to perform 410er:-

appeared' i sensitive

sponses to a posttest

,:questionnaxre. If small proporti ents in a class is identified

' by such a'strategy, it marmite possible for the classroom teacher, rather

fhtn a clinician to function

pupils, opriate training.

as an examiner for this special group of
in test,administration would be a necessary

**, prerequisite to such t strategy.

P

Thid`predictive effort, with its Sxclopsive focUsIn pupils, implies

that' child Characteristics d etermine,'differential; functiorjtng in assess-

.,

ment. However; preliminary post-hoc analybes of,ths vi otaped testing-^".-1.

/-

sessions revealed that,examiners contributed ,to subjects' differential
r

perforMance. .While familiar examiner permitted subjiCts adequate oppor-

tunity to respond,- unfamiliar examiners, by prematurely/ terminating the

test session,_ frequently did not offer the, same chance-

.

"The present'data are" insufficient to' xplain the difference in be-

havior between familiar and unfamiliar examiners. It is reasonable to

A
speculate; however, that the unfamiliar examiners' proneness to termingte.

the testing in an untiiely manner was related to their, ignognce of sub-.

.

jects' skill level and knowledge base. fronted by subjects' discom-
,
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v
-ir

.? '

. .i
..

foitlzommunicated verbally and. nonverbally),,in response"to dome test

. .

4 .° ,

requirement, unfamiliar examiners had to decide whether to ignore this

. .

.

,

uneaseand encourage continued effort or to withdraw th 'test demand
,

.

o

And agsuage manifest anxiety. Presumably, this decision normally

.

requires grounding in,what the examiner understands about an examinee's
.

%
.

capabilities.\ Bedause unfamiliar examinersj,6 this study had Scant infor-

mation about subjects'. ability lLvels, were presumably perciptive,about
V , #

t.0

ale-empathic to atds qhildren's feelings, and were n doubt aware of
,I . J

The ,
their need for stibjegts' cooperativeness, they may have experienced no

fo,?;

alternati4 b t to behave conservatively and employ subjects' discomfort
. \

as a primary cue in determining when to conclude testing.

In contradiptytion, familiar examiners; by definition, had an

accurate notiAtof what subjects were capable and incapable of perform

When faced Wsubjects who were
. Li;t.

reticent and uncomfortable, ''et

knoWn to be capable, familiar examiners appeared comparatively.unrespon-

g --
40*14ve'to their silence' andinsehsitive to their displty of discomfort,

d.

'euptiositiwely aa(a mea tiof communicatingen expectation that subjects_

r

_function in accordance with their potential. Furthermore, because their

relationship to the subjects rested upon a relatively long prior-acquain-

go_

)

tanceship ,-it is suggested the fimiliar examinert were less concerned
. . , 1 -, .

thawanfamiliar examiners aboutsubjectie disdontinued cooperation
0%, 1/4

...

during assessment. Further research is needed to subject the findings

related'to examiner behavior (and speculationeabout their motivations)
.

to experimental, tests.

Finally,13y demonstrating that speech and langbage impaired pre-
,

school children perform differentially for familiar and unfamiliar

4

1
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examiners, this study identified a source of errorvariance in the 31anner

k

at.

e present find-

ings,

which standardized tests-Mie comMo ly administered.

pl
.

ings,howev T, do not trait an uneluivOcal claim that pical testing

lrocedure are systematical biased aga. tinst thepptimal'performance of_ k
/

1

on which,tO

r
ertainhandOcalt0 puPils, nor, regults,rdpresent a bAsis

.
. -

.

.

make more vaifd inteI.rPretations of young, handicapped students' test func-
, .

.

.. 4.- .

timing. As made clear 1..TO'Conhor and Weiss (1974) in a discussion of

an,analogous Itssue, if both handicapped and nonhandicapped Children.

.
demonstrate corresponding ,differential perfo ance in familiar and

--

un-

&..

-
familiar conditions, then the consistent deplgyment of familiar

empaers will only result' 4 theold4fting of distributions of scores.

* ,

And because standardized. instruments are'felative measures, '!thigilkh
. .

S

will be meaninglesi insofa !new'-or 'more valid' interpretations\of ,

abilities or achievement-status are concerned" (O'Connor & WeAso 1974,

p, 351). Thus, there is the ldditiOnarneed:for:further'researchtO est.

--
i .- " , -

.

:situationalvariahles.suchai xaminer fadliarity employing both
4. "

.

cappedband-nonhandidapped pop ations,,,

1

-

22
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Children's Performance as A-Function of Task, Sex, and Ti

Sexc

:Task/Condition Total Sampleb Boys Girls

Imitative'

Familiar =1 4.168 (15.48) 42.00 (12: 43.77 illppl) 4

Unfamiliar 42.47 (17.52) 43.19,(15.62)

.Spontaneous

Familiar 11418 (13.41) .,34.38 (12.46)

Unfamiliar 34.56 (13.52) 437.10 .(12.90)

tistion Picture

41.31 (20.85)

31.77 (15.19)

:30.46 (13.98)

Familiar !sak12;87)'.:1 44;86 (11.-88) 13.54 (11.53)

Unfamiliar 8.82 r(9.82) 9.24 (10.30) 8.15. (8A)

tries are means aedstandard deviations of' scores.

taleemple N 34'

a N'*:21; Girls 'N 13
z

ort Long (4-18



Table 2

Demeanor During Alisessment

25

Item/Condition.

+.5 SD_ SD

Groupb Groupc

Liktable/Unlikea

Familiar 3.90 3.67

4.00 343

3.85

3.88

3.80

A

4.00

4.66

3.31

oMfortable/U6i6mfortable.

Familiar

Unfamil;iar
. _

3.41

3.35

3.70

3.50

3.33

3.00

. Va)14/Invalid

FaMiiiar

Unfamiliar

2.00

aTotal sample

Gtoup includ .:rhose subjects whose scores were at least +.5 SD

from the mean change score; N mg. 10:

1.97

2.00 2,00

.2.00 2.00

cGroup,.includesIthosd. subjects. whose scores were at least '16-.5 SD

freer the mean .Change Score; N 1.
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Table 3

'IlariablefuSignificantly Contributing to Explained Variation.
a

':,,Amount of :,:

--Variance Explained Significance

Variable
, (CUmndative) .

Level,,

ClaritYof SpeeCh

Reactions to Problem's

in Self.7Expredeion

Acknowledging and
Expressing Feelings

,

Type of:Woior ACtiWity..

tse of Scissors

Resfonding
Teachers' Speech

.1.2

.17

.25

.29

.33

045

.050-

.032.

.036

.034

.04'3

lithe wariableeare4i.:subs#t of the categories comprising the

SCheneetady kindergarten Ralog





,Response Sheet for Spontaneous and

Imitative Tasks

0

+.-0. correct phoneme production.
4ncerreict phoneme 'production..

:NR T:Neveitial rsepenne.
lit%#,IncOrr00....vesPOnse`

IJnterferenne.:.I

471
.':',' No opportunity - .examiner error,

.

Spontaneous,

h. .

n

window w.

f

p.

n

f-

Imitative

h

t

A-1

I 8

f

'._wagon''

wheel

chicken

ziSertiyi

elOineors

dunk

-irsicuute

'.'matches:

'rabbit

"t" .1w0imom



fl
n ci

a tr
1

lirtst-mlis tree

aquirrel

Ideeping

bed

Imitative

pl

bl

bt

di

fl

n

kr.

skw

tr
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Respons Sheet for.A on Picture Task

Transcribe child's response to following questions:

"Tell me about this picture."

"Tell me What happening?"

"Can you tell me more?"

A-3



Child

r

fP
Postteat Examiner Queitionnr)

o.

4
.

.

.,

'Circle the letter that best describes the child %

1. :Uas the child unlikeable/likeable in thilisituation?

4
.

A a c -D

Not .Likeable Only Mildly Likable leery

Likeable Lkeable .
.

2. Was the child difficult/cdoperat'to test?

B ) k fol

,.°

..;

D

.
,'! At

Val-Y. Diffyilit --'-" OfttUlt- .caop nativ ,, -very_

''
4:o6perative

3. Was the .Child uncomfortable/comfOrkable.

r

B Lt,C

Very . Uncomfortable critiforta,ble. Very

Uncomfortable
-4" Comfortablet

4. Was the child's test performantiti.yalidTrp

No Yes -4

U

A



Expanded Schenectady Kindergarten Rating Scales
N.

WAITING AND'SHARING WS)

1. 'This child exhibits little ability to postpone gratification of.any

impulse and will.cry if asked to wait for anything. He grabs desired

toys and other objects from other children and demonstrates po ability

to share or take turns.

2. This child exhibits considerable difficulty in postponing gratifi-

cation of impulses but does not usually cry if asked to wait, instead

he will tend to disregard the prohibition. He grabs desired toys and

other objects from other children and demonstrates no ability to share

or take turns.

A-5

'3. This child exhibits difficulty in postponing gratification of

impulses but demonstrates some ability-to wait for very short periods

Of time before.diiregarding the prohibition. Although he usually grabs.

'desired toys objects fiom other children he will occasionally

ask for these objets instead. Although he cannot share toys, nor

wait to take turns on the swings, tricycles or teeter-totter, with

considerable external help he can fait for. turns on equipment which

requires only short waiting times such as the slide. .

4. This child exhibio some difficulty in postponing gratification of

impulses but is-ableAo-weit for short periods for some things. Although

he grabs desired objects he will. also ask for things he wants instead.

He is able with consi4erable external, help to share toys and to take

turns on the swings, Tiicycles,.teeter-totter; much less external help

is needed for taking turns on equipment whia requires only short

waiting times such as.the sliding board.

5:' This child SXhillits.same difficulty'in'postponing gratification of

impulses but is usually ablO to wait for short periods of time when

asked to do so'by an adult. Althotigh he occasionally grabs toys and

desired objects' he usually asks for them. He41s able with someA?cternal.

help to shariptoys with other children and to take turns on the.thlings,

tricycles, teeter-totter.. Little external help is.needed to take turns

on equipment which requires only short waiting times such as the sliding

board.

6. This child has some ,dif4culty in postponing gradfication of

impulses,,but is usually able wait for short periods of times when

asked to do so by an Adult. Be seldom grabs toys from other children.

but instead asks fOr them. He is able with little external help to
share toys with other children or to take turns on the swings, tricy-

, cles, or teeter-totter.

7. This child is usual* able to wait for things when asked to do so.

He spontaneously takes turas on the swings, tricycles, and teeter-totter

and spontaneously shares toys with other children.
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LE OF. ORGANIZATION OF PLAY ACTIVITIES (2. LOP)

1. This chit le use of the play materials is characterized by a

primarily expi story or experimental approach and he will frequently

use the voter's' an inappropriate, persodal,.or random fashion

with little or no organization.

2.hischild's use of th&,play,materials is characterized by repetitive

'simple activities such as pounding on
a'drum, simple play with a car or

truck or simple water or sand play which "4 done with a minimum of,

organization.

3. This chfild!a use of the play Y.materinls is characterized by using the

flocks to build simple structures such as 3 or 4 blOck towers, simple

feu1es or'bridgen. His use of puzzles involves trial and error activity

on relativeryo±Mile putnles and he makes simple objects such as snakes

and worms from clay. His doll play is simple and realistic.

4. Thie.chiles useof the play materials is characterized by using the

blocki4tbui1d simple houses with features such as roofs and chimneys.

His p'Wwith puzzleeinfolves the use of the concepts of shape and/or.

.color'-inmPleting the puzzle and.he uses other materials in making

things.. from' clay. His doll play is somewhat dramatic and at times in-

volvegiaking the role oflamily members and the integration of a

,,negVence of simple events -such as preparing a meal, moving, etc.

5. This child's use orthe'Play Material is characterized by-using blocks

to build rather complex structures which are organized as to function and

are integrated with' other materials such as cars and trucks. He approaches'

puzzlel by using the concepts of color, shape, and/or'Content of the

picture and his clay representations are more
detailed and complex. His

doll play involves taking roles in'addition to his family such as postman,

milkman, etc., and the sequence of events played out involve large portions

of a day and entail planning and' continuity.

.CLAIITY.OF SPEECH (3 CS)

1. This child's speech is so unclear that he has difficulty making

himself undersiOod even after repetitions.

2. -This child's speech is poor enough to often require repetitions in

order to be'understood.

3. This child's speech contains enough inaccuracies to sometimes reqqire

repetitions in order to be understood.

4. This child's speech contains many inaccuracies but can be understood

without his having to repeat.

5. This child's speech is usually correct but lacks adult -like clarity

and fluency.

6. This child's speech is very much like an articulate adult - his

verbal communication is consistently cleat and fluent.

./1



USE OF MATERIALS (4 UM)

1. This child uses crayons, paints, and clay in crude, aimless,

fashion - scribbles with crayons, scrubs with paint brush, or 'gangs'

with clay.

2. This child engages in.careful experimental manipulation of these

materials but shows no interest in using them to represent anything.

3. This child engages in careful manipulation of these materials and

tells what he is making although there is atotal lack of resemblence

between his product and what he stys-he has made (in the teachers*:

judgment). ,

4. This. child is able to achieve some resemblence between what he produces

and what he says he is making.

5. This child is able to achieve easily discernible representations of

what he says he is drawing, painting, or molding.

RESTRAINT OF MOTOR ACTIVITY (5 RMA)

This scale is *rtsigned tojate the intensity of motor activity

without any considefttion for the type of activity. The dimension

_under considerOtioniethe amount of'time the child is in-motion and

the relative speed Of involved. litmaking judgments

about the time a child can engage in subdued activity, one can use as

,reference.points Such activities as listening to stories, watching

various activities, stbdtied activity or the lack or it at flip time or

.rest period or other activities which involve watching, listening or

performance of a quiet, stbdAd nature.

1. This child is in almost continual motion and his movements are

characterized by occurring at a-very high rate of speed. It is

difficult to engage hie in any fora of subdued or quiet activity for

re than 4 or 5minutes at a time.

2.. This- child ip extrimely.active and s movements-are chaitacteris-

tically quite rapid. E4210 able t ge in subdued or.quietlItctivity

for 4 or 5 minutes anddwith some ernal help can engage in such an

activity forebOnt.10%orli minutes.

.

3. Thia:child it quAte,antive,,:hoWever, he is able to engage in

subdued or guietlaottsity for Wto 12 minutes and with some external

Ai*tan engage 4UOtriln iCtIYIty-for about, l5.or 30. minutes.

4. Thieve
active y f

4,811100. in

410444 iS able to engage in subdued
or Misimutevanclwith some external help can

an-,Attivitty'fot thOur;23-'or 30 Minutes.

(CO22t11211041 0/2 next . peg



Re traint of Motor Activity (5 RMA) continued

5. is child, although active at other times, is able tartengage in

subdu d or quiet activity for about 25 to 3Q minutes and with some

extern l help can engage in such activities for about 40 to 45 minutes.

6. -This child, although active other times, is able to engage in

subdued.or quiet activity for about 40 to 45 minutes and with some

external help can engage in such activities for about an hour.

7. This child, although relativelk active at other times, is able to

,engage in subdued or quiet activity for about an hour and with some

external help can engage in such activities for about an hour and a

hklf or two hours.

COOPERATION WITH ADULTS (6 CoA)

1. This child is exceedingly uncooperative and appears to resist in

some manner almost at request made of him by adults. 'Resistance may

be in the. form of ignoring request, overt refusal to comply, comply--

ing verbally but not /following through in action, etp.

2.,,This child is cooperative at times but is often resistant to

suggestions made by adults,_fie needs considerable supervision and

many-reminders before he compUea with requests.
. 0

3. This child usually complies with a request after several reminders.

4. This chilVeetsuAlly.eager to oomply with suggestions from adults

but admetpneetsaa to. be reminded.

5. This child is exceedingly cooperative and almost always complies

the first time a request is made.

I
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I v
VERBAL SKILLS (7 VS)

This scale is concerned with the maturity 0 the child's 1aguage

and not with the clallty of is speech or the frequency of speedtr: A

child may talk very little t.possessumature language skills jut as

a child may talk a lot but be short britences and an immature vocabu-

lary8pecial attention ma have to be paid to the child who rarely

speaks in order to determine w mature his language skills actally are.

A

1. This child typically uses shot sentences, short_phrases,Por single

words to communicate with othe His vocabulary isimited to the

names for conc to objects, a few verbs, and perhaps some)pronouns.such

as "I" and "me "24e see doggy"/"wannit").

2. This child ten use short sentences and phrases ad is limited

in his vocabulary but coosistently uses "I" appropriately instead iof

"me". ("I want a cookie").

3. This child seldom uses notably long sentences yet incorporates

most parts of speech in his conversations. ("I want the big red'4a11").

V
This child sometimes uses long sentences and phrases when he'speaks

and has a fairly large vocabulary. ("You be the little girl, and I'll

be.the mama, and you be crying").

7

5.- When he speaks, this child consisteny uses long sentences and

phrases and possesses an unusually large and mature vocabulary. ("This

puzzle is too confusing for me so I want'one that isn't so complicated").

FEARFULNESS (8 Fr)

1. This child is extremely anxious, easily frightened and apprehensive

about new experiences and may express this concern bywithdrawal and

becoming very quiet or by whimpering, crying, whining and expressing

his fears. It is difficult to reassure this child.

2. This child is anxious and apprehensive about net experiences and

needs considerable reassurance and support which appears to be effective

for only short periods of time.

.

'3. This chiiciis somewhat anxious and, apprehensive about new experiences

but can be reassured by an adult and responds readily to this kind of

support. 4

4. This child is usually calm and relatively free,from anxiety.

meets new experiences with enthusiasm and when he does become apprehen-

sive he is easily reassured.

5. This child is exceptionally calm and free from anxiety. He is eager

tc tackle new experiences and shows no fear or apprehension. Reassurance .

is rarely needed.
4
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mom= 07 LEER TOWARD ADULTS (9 FAA)

This scale is designed to measure the frequency of outbursts of

anger di cted toward adults in school. This 0ger can Se expressed

in many 'aye such as Witting, sweaaihs, complaining, sulEing, etc.

legardless of how anger is' expressed, this scale is concerned with

how often the child seems ansry atdoedelts.

JP

1. Foui or'Sffe times a day or, ftentr.

2. 4neavetes 2 sr 3times a day.

rage, of once a dal;

4. About-twice a week.

. 5. About once a week.

6. About once i month.

7. Very rarely or not4et
, -

all..

USE ot SCISSORS (10 US)

1. This child has trouble holding scissors and cannot make a cleancut.

The paper is usually crumpled or torn between the blades of the scissors.'
_ .

24, This child can hold scissors fairly well and,umhally manages tojoake

a clean cut bet cuts aimlessly. Be Lacks the insight4or skill to follow ,

a line.

If . This chfId,c ily, his the,idea of keeping on the line but has

Jilted success in do 'gjeo.

4. This child cuts easily and can
the pattern is simple.

5. This child cuts easily end can
the pattern ib intricate.

follow the line quite-closely if

follow the line closely even when
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(11 THA)

is scale'is designed to rate the type of motor activity without

consideration for the idtens#ty,iof the activity. The diMension under

consideration is tie amount of time devoted to large muscle moor.

activity.as opposed to the time devoted to fine muscle'activity. qrge
muszle"mottmactivity4Is defined as the use-ofthe large musculature' of

the lege, arms, and badk in such activities as walking, runningsquat--

ting,,bending,dlimbing, etc. Flee muscle motor activitY43'defilned as

the use .of the fine musculature of the Fingers in activiti such as

fitting puzzles together
9
cutting with scissors, and playing with

small ob3ects. ,

1. Thiechild'zparacteristically engages in predominantly large
muscle motor aceivity.with little or no fine-muscle motor activity-7-5

rr
2. This child Characterie ally engages in.predominantlylarge
muscle motor activity and l'occaillnally use fine muscle activity

.--,-7.fOr short periods-of time,

3. This child' characteristically engages in both laige and fine

'muscle motor activity but engages more. in large muscle motor activity

than in fine, muscle motor'activity.-
.

4. This child zharacferistically engages in both leige anikjine

muscle motor activity and appears to7000d equar4amounts-of time -in

each of these` activities.
;-,:f,

,..;;-.

.

5. This child chatacteristically engages in ;both large-and fine

muscle,motez activity but engages more in fine:muscle motor activity,

than in le. mUicle-motoraefivity.: .

6. This child characteristically - engages predOminantlyin fine

tuscle.motor,actiVity and will ocgasionelly use largemusclemot6il:
actiVity.for snort periods of titie.

".'

7. Thiechild:oharaiterietically engages in*predominantly 'fine
.muscle motoriadtivity Witklittle olipp large muscle motor actiVI.ty.



F SPEECH. (12 APS)

t.and nature of the child's speech but

quality'of it. For example, whether a

s 'should be rated without regard for the:

0*spOnseit.

ry seldom or notat all

This chile 60:tyPical1y quite passive in his verbal behavior,ill

occasionally.' but rarely volunteers informaticg or

asks. quistiOnei!in a groOp;entiwill give only very briet,answers to

questions:.

3. Tiliehild4101donCesksOqueetiOnS or volunteers inforMation or

comments in a grouginitwill answer questions anolSometimes participates

in. casual conversation with adultsor classmates: .

.

4. This childeCeasionally asks questions or volunteers information,or

..; ceemenisAme group ind4Aten'engages in casual conversations with adults

or classmaiett..

5. This child often asks questions, seems to have noreservations about

e*pressing himself in a: group situation, and is engaged in conversation

with someone much of the time he id Ail class.

. ...

,:

FREQUENCY OF ANGER TOWARD CH/LDWEN.(13 FAd).
..,,

.
, .

7
This scale As designed to measure the frequency--,of 'outburste:of

..4- anger

other children.in school; This.anger can be exprease4

in many wayssuch as hitting, swearing, complaining, sulking, etc.

Regardless of. hoW anger is expressed, theicale'is concerned with how

often the child seems angry at other children:
.

1. Fpi or five times a day or oftener.

2. An average of 2 or 3 times a day

3. An average of once a day
A

4. About twice a week

5.' About once a week'

6. About once a month

7. Very rarely or not at all
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ACKNOWLEDGING AND EXPRESSING FEELINGS (14 AEF)

1. This child rarely acknoi4ledges his teacher's verbalizations of his

feelings, such as anger, fear, and sadness. He will either refuse to

respond to such statements and questions or he will explicitly deny their

truthfulness. This child hardly ever spontaneously expresses his feelings

to this teacher.

2. This child occasionally acknowledges. his teacher's inquiries about or

reflections of his feelings (maybe with a nod of his head), but such

acknowledgements are difficult for this child. He hardly ever spontaneously

communicates his feelings to the teacher.

3. This child responds more times than not to his teacher's questions or

statements about his feelings, and will occasionally on his own communicate

his feelings to the teacher.

4. This child responds often to his teaCher's questions or statements about

his feelings, and will more times than not on his own communicate his feel-

ings to the teacher.

5. This child often acknowledges his teacher's questions or statements about

his feelings, and will often on his own communicate his feelings to the

teacher.

AUTONOMY AND SELF-REGARD (15 ASR).

1. This child Seems to hold himself in Very low regard. He 'always under-

estimatewAhii capabilities, fearsfailUtand he does not tolerate any

frustration. He is withdrawn from and actd4lissIVCiyor silly around

other children. He may rarely engage materials 6rparricipate in activities

with or without teacher support and guidance.

2. This child's general regard for him'self is rather low., He; requently

underestimates his capabilitiesfears,,failure, most often has difficulty

tolerating frustration, and is quiet ar silly arouncrother children,

although he is interested in.them. He will use materials-and participate
in'Acfiviti4S:.!with teacher support but typicallywill not tackle tasks on

his own.

3. This child's regard for himself vacillates between low and high. He

sometimes underestimates his capabilities and occasionallToshows both fear

of failure and difficulty in handling frustration. He frequently plays

parallel to other children, and sometimes enters into cooperative play.

will engage materials and participate in activities with teacher support

and without teacher for short peilods of time.

4. This child &enerally fias high regard for himself. He displays confidence

in his abilities and shows adequate perseverance in the face of difficulty.

Re enjoys the company of lis peers and frequently -Rlays cooperatively with

them. He nay have occasChal problems with peers, in conflict situations. He

prefeit to!Alt, things by himbelf with'tbe teacher nearby.



5. This child has high regard for himself. He has a strong sense of self--

coidence, and he, is Spontaneous and joyful in his classroom activities.

He functions productively with or without his teacher present. He enjoys

the other children., They look to him as one who has good ideas, is thought-

ful and fair, and can be a leader. )

.RESPONDING (VERBALLY OR NON-VERBALLY) TO THE TEACHER"S SPEECH (16 RTt

1. - This,child respOnds only on occasion to his teacher's verbal messages.

Hit0"eactiong Are too infrequent to determine Whether'his unresponsiveness

is due to the .complexity, abstractness, or the lack Of repetitiveness of

the meSsagC

2. This child responds: more often than "only on occasion" to his teacher's

messages but he remains ..pnresponsive'50% of the time. He is more apt to

respond to a comparativelshort,:grammaticallfsimple communication,
particularly when conteitual,',visual clues are present.

3. This child-generallyresponds to his teacher's-verbal messages. However

he displays some difficulty with dammUnications that are relatively long,

complex, or abstract in nature.

4. This child responds most of the time to his teacher's verbal messages.

5. This child almost always responds to his teacher's verbal messages.

REACTIONS TO PROBLEMS IN SELF EXPRESSION (17 PSE)

1. ThiS child is deeply affected by the difficulty he experiences express-

ing himself adequately to peers and teachers. He will demonitrate his upset

by becoming very angry'at.the listener or by Becoming quiet and sullen and

by avoiding further social contact.

2. This child is affected, although not deeply affected, by the difficulty

he .

experiences expressing himself adequately to peers and teachers. He

will show his upset by becoming impatient with or perhaps mildly angry at

the uncertain listener.

3. This child appears not at all affected by the difficulty he experiences

expressing himself adequately to peers and teachers. While he may occasion-

ally display some impatience toward the listener, more often, he will attempt

patiently to make himself understood.



andS*SChenectady 14ndergatten;Rating'Scales

Rieponse Sheet A -15

level for
a rating

1 the children bel9w on each of the 17 scales. Circle the

;which best characterizes his behavior. Please provide

ale.

Scale

1. WS

2. LOP

3. cs

5. RMA

6. COA

7. VS

1 2' 3

1 2 3

110

1 2 3

1 2 3

3

8. Fr 2

9. FM 1. 2 3

16. US 2 3

11. TMA 1

12. AT'S

13. FAC

14. Al' F .

15.. ASR.

16. RTS

17. PSE 1

Level

4

4

4

7

4 5

4 5 6 7

5

cr
Eio%

.4 5

4

4 5

5

4 F 5

4 5. 6 7

4 5

4 5

5
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